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1 Overview
Itron, Inc. (Itron) recently completed the 2017 Vermont Electric Power Company (VELCO)
long-term energy and demand forecast. The forecast provides system energy and peak
demand estimates for the next twenty years. The forecast was developed over the course of
the year with significant input and review by the Vermont Load Forecasting Sub-Committee
(LFSC). The LFSC reviewed forecast assumptions, models, and results. Further, LFSC
provided projections of cold climate heat pumps as part of the state electrification effort and
electric vehicle forecasts. The LFSC also approved the solar capacity forecast that is based
on a forecast model that relates historical behind the meter solar adoption to customer
economics. Discussions about new technologies and their potential impacts contributed to a
better understanding as to how these technologies work and potentially impact future state
energy and capacity requirements.
Over the next ten years (2017-2027), system energy deliveries are projected to decline 0.4%
annually while system peak demand growth is flat. The decline is driven mostly by strong
growth in behind the meter solar, state efficiency program savings, and naturally occurring
end-use efficiency driven by recent appliance efficiency standards. The disconnect between
energy and demand growth is largely an outcome of solar load penetration that has a
significant impact on system energy, but a much smaller impact on system peak; system peak
has moved from mid-afternoon to early evening reducing the impact future solar adoption
has on peak demand. The forecast trend reverses in the second ten-year period as solar
market penetration slows and cold-climate heat pump (as a result of state electrification
efforts) and electric vehicle growth contribute to strong energy and peak demand growth.
System energy averages 0.7% annual growth and system demand 0.9% average annual
growth between 2027 and 2037. Over the twenty-year planning period, annual energy
averages 0.2% annual growth and peak demand averages 0.5% average annual growth.
Table 1-1 shows VELCO energy and demand forecast.
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Table 1-1: Energy and Demand Forecast

1.1 Forecast Approach
The long-term energy and demand forecast is developed using a “build-up” approach. An
initial baseline forecast is derived by developing customer class sales forecasts (i.e.,
residential, commercial, industrial, and street lighting) and from these models estimating enduse energy requirements. End-use energy estimates for heating, cooling, and other-use
coupled with peak-day weather conditions then drive system peak demand. Impact of enduse efficiency (including impacts of new standards and state energy efficiency programs) are
captured through constructed model variables that also include household and economic
growth, monthly and peak-day normal weather conditions, and electricity prices.
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A baseline system hourly load forecast is developed by combining monthly peak, energy, and
system hourly load profile forecasts. The hourly baseline forecast is generated for the period
2017 to 2037. Figure 1 shows the baseline hourly load forecast for 2027.
Figure 1: Baseline System Hourly Load Forecast (2027)

Reference Case Forecast. New solar, cold-climate heat pumps, and electric vehicle hourly
load forecasts are layered on the baseline hourly load forecast. Figure 2 and Figure 3
compare baseline (in red) and adjusted or reference case (in blue) load forecasts.
Figure 2: January System Hourly Load Forecast (2nd week)
2017

Baseline

2027
Adjusted

Adjusted

2037
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Figure 3: July System Hourly Load Forecast (2nd week)
2017

Baseline

2027
Adjusted

Adjusted

2037

Adjusted

Adjusted system peak demand forecast is derived by finding the monthly and seasonal peaks
from the adjusted system hourly load forecast. Solar, heat pump, and electric vehicle growth
have a combined net positive impact on system energy and peak demand; increase in heat
pump and electric vehicle loads outweigh solar load impacts as solar market penetration
slows in the later years. The penetration of these technologies changes the system hourly
load profile over time. Where the system has historically been summer peaking with market
penetration of these technologies the system is just as likely to peak in winter as summer.
Table 1-2 through Table 1-4 show the energy and peak demand forecasts as the impact of
adoption of new technologies is layered on the baseline hourly load forecast.
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Table 1-2: Energy Forecasts with Layered Technologies (MWh)

Table 1-3: Summer Peak Forecast Components (MW)

Table 1-4: Winter Peak Forecast Components (MW)
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2 Baseline Forecast Approach
2.1 Class Sales Forecast
The forecast begins by developing class level sales forecasts. Changes in economic
conditions, prices, weather conditions, as well as appliance saturation and efficiency trends
drive energy deliveries and demand through a set of monthly customer class sales forecast
models. Monthly regression models are estimated for each of the following primary revenue
classes:





Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Street Lighting

2.1.1 Residential Sales Forecast
The residential sales forecast is derived as the product of monthly average use and customer
forecasts. Models are estimated from utility reported monthly sales and customers. Model
inputs include:




Monthly weather data measured in heating degree-days (HDD) and cooling degreedays (CDD)
Historical and projected state households, and household income data
End-use energy intensities adjusted for state energy efficiency program impacts

Residential Average Use Model. The residential average use model is specified as a
function of monthly cooling requirements (XCool), heating requirements (XHeat), and other
use (XOther):
𝑅𝑒𝑠𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑚 = (𝐵1 × 𝑋𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚 ) + (𝐵2 × 𝑋𝐶𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑚 ) + (𝐵3 × 𝑋𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚 ) + 𝑒𝑚
Model coefficients B1, B2, and B3 are estimated using linear regression. The end-use
variables incorporate both a structural component that captures change in end-use efficiency
and saturation (and also improvements in thermal shell integrity) and short-term utilization
that depends on household income, number of household members, and price. The
derivation of the model variables is presented in Appendix B. Figure 4 to Figure 6 show the
constructed monthly end-use variables.
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Figure 4: Residential XHeat (kWh per month)

Figure 5: Residential XCool (kWh per month)
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Figure 6: Residential XOther (kWh per month)

Baseline household heating use declines over the forecast period. Decline in customer
heating requirements is largely driven by improving efficiency in heat pumps and furnace
fans, hydronic heating delivery systems, and improvements in thermal shell efficiency. The
baseline heating intensity decline is before the impact of Vermont Energy Efficiency
Investment Corporation (VEIC) and state utility programs promoting cold-climate heat pump
adoption. VEIC residential programs targeting thermal shell efficiency improvements also
contribute to declining electric heating use.
Cooling average use is relatively small and growth is flat for the first ten years; increase in
air conditioning saturation and positive household income growth (that impacts utilization) is
largely offset by air conditioning and thermal shell efficiency improvements. Average air
conditioning use turns slightly positive in the later years as an improvement in air
conditioning efficiency slows.
We expect to see continued strong decline in other end-use energy requirements as a result of
new standards and statewide efficiency programs. End-uses expected to see the most
significant declines include lighting, refrigerators, and clothes washers.
The average use model is estimated over the period January 2007 through December 2016.
The model explains historical average use well with an Adjusted R2 of 0.94 and in-sample
MAPE of 2.3%. Figure 7 shows actual and predicted average use.
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Figure 7: Actual and Predicted Residential Average Use (kWh per month)

Model coefficients and statistics are provided in Appendix A.
Baseline average use forecast (before adjusting for additional solar, cold-climate heat pumps,
and electric vehicles) averages 1.1% annual decline over the next ten years; decline in usage
slows after 2027 as current standards run their course and efficiency program spending
slows.
Customer Forecast
We assume that state households are also electric utility customers. The state household
forecast is from Moody Analytics’ January 2017 Vermont forecast. Moody projects 0.4%
average annual household growth through 2037. Combining 0.4% household growth with
declining average use of 0.8% translates into annual residential sales decline of 0.4%.
2.1.2 Commercial Sales Forecast
The commercial sales model is also estimated using an SAE specification; monthly sales are
specified as a function of heating requirements (XHeat), cooling requirements (XCool), and
other use (XOther). The end-use variables are constructed by interacting annual commercial
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end-use intensity projections (EI) that capture end-use efficiency improvements with Gross
State Product, non-manufacturing employment, real price (Pricem), and monthly HDD and
CDD.
A monthly forecast sales model is then estimated as:
𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑚 = 𝐵0 + 𝐵1 𝑋𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚 + 𝐵2 𝑋𝐶𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑚 + 𝐵3 𝑋𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚 + 𝑒𝑚
Figure 8 depicts actual and forecasted monthly commercial sales. The estimated model
explains historical sales variation relatively well an Adjusted R2 of 0.85 and mean absolute
percent error (MAPE) of 1.8%.
Figure 8: Actual and Predicted Commercial Sales (MWh)

Commercial sales average 0.1% annual sales growth through 2027 and increases to a 0.3%
rate after 2027. The higher growth in the later years reflects slower end-use efficiency gains.
State economic growth is relatively modest over the forecast period with GSP averaging
1.2% annual growth and state employment 0.6% annual growth. Estimated model
coefficients and model statistics are included in Appendix A.
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2.1.3 Industrial Sales
Industrial sales in Vermont are a combination of large industrial customers such as Global
Foundries and OMYA and a number of large commercial and smaller industrial customers.
Global Foundries (GF), a customer of GMP, provides its own forecast. Given the large share
of commercial sales that are classified as “industrial” the forecast model can be improved by
incorporating commercial other use energy intensity (EIother) into the industrial model
variable. EIother is combined with price, and an industrial economic driver, IndVar.


−0.20
𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚 = 𝐸𝐼𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 × 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑚
× 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑚

IndVar is a weighted combination of GSP and manufacturing employment. IndVar is
defined as:
0.7 )
0.3 )
𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑚 = (𝑀𝑎𝑛𝐸𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑚
× (𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑚

The weights are determined by evaluating the in-sample and out-of-sample model statistics
for different sets of employment and output weights. The forecast model also includes
monthly binaries to account for seasonal variation. The industrial sales model Adjusted R2 is
relatively low at 0.62 with in-sample MAPE of 3.6%. The model statistics are relatively low
largely as an outcome of the noisy historical data series; there tends to be significant monthto-month swings in reported industrial sales data that can’t be explained with weather or
macro-level economic data. Figure 9 shows actual and predicted industrial sales.
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Figure 9: Actual and Predicted Industrial Sales Excluding GF (MWh)

While regression model in-sample statistics are not particularly strong, the model yields a
reasonable forecast consistent with historical trends coming out of the recession. Industrial
sales average 0.2% annual decline over the forecast period.
2.1.4 Street Lighting Sales
Street light sales are fitted with a simple regression model driven by outdoor lighting energy
intensity and seasonal variables. Street lighting sales have been declining and are expected
to continue to decline through the forecast period as increasing lamp efficiency outpaces
installation of new street lights.
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Figure 10: Actual and Predicted Street Light Sales (MWh)

2.1.5 Baseline Sales Forecasts
Total baseline sales including impact of future EE programs are expected to decline 0.2%
over the next ten years and show no growth between 2027 and 2037. Table 2-1 summarizes
the baseline sales forecast by customer class.
Table 2-1: Customer Class Sales Forecast (MWh)
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2.2 Energy, Peak, and Load Forecast
3.3.1 Energy Forecast
The VELCO system energy forecast is derived using a simple econometric model where
historical monthly energy is regressed on monthly sales. Figure 11 shows the energy forecast
model’s actual and predicted. Not surprisingly there is a strong correlation between monthly
energy and state monthly sales; the model Adjusted R-Squared is 0.96 and model MAPE is
1.2%.
Figure 11: Long-Term Energy Forecast (MWh)

Given the relationship between system energy and sales, baseline system energy tracks sales
declining 0.2% through 2027 and shows no growth between 2027 and 2037.
3.3.2 Peak Forecast
The long-term baseline peak forecast is derived using a monthly linear regression model that
relates peak demand to heating, cooling, and base load requirements:
𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑚 = 𝐵0 + 𝐵1 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑚 + 𝐵2 𝐶𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑚 + 𝐵3 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑚 + 𝑒𝑚
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The model variables (HeatVarm, CoolVarm, and BaseVarm) incorporate changes in heating,
cooling, and base-use energy requirements derived from the class sales forecast models as
well as peak-day weather conditions.
Heating and Cooling Model Variables
Heating and cooling requirements are driven by customer growth, economic activity, changes
in end-use saturation, and improving end-use efficiency. These factors are captured in the
customer class sales forecast models. The composition of the class sales models allows us to
isolate historical and forecasted heating and cooling requirement.
Figure 12 and Figure 13 show estimated historical (weather normalized) and forecasted
heating and cooling load requirements.
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Figure 12: Annual Heating Load (MWh)

Figure 13: Annual Cooling Load (MWh)
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The impact of peak-day weather conditions is captured by interacting peak-day HDD and
TDD (a measure of peak-day summer humidity/temperature) with monthly heating and
cooling load requirements indexed to a base year (2009). The peak model heating and
cooling variables are calculated as:



𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑚 = 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑𝐼𝑑𝑥𝑚 × 𝑃𝑘𝐻𝐷𝐷𝑚
𝐶𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑚 = 𝐶𝑜𝑜𝑙𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑𝐼𝑑𝑥𝑚 × 𝑃𝑘𝑇𝐷𝐷𝑚

The peak-day cooling variable (PKTDD) is a three-day weighted average of THI on the peakday. Figure 14 shows the resulting peak model heating and cooling variables.
Figure 14: Peak Model Heating and Cooling Variables (degree days)

HeatVarm

CoolVarm

As heating and cooling loads are indexed, the heating and cooling variables are effectively
peak-day degree-days that change over time with changes in system heating and cooling
requirements. Peak-day HDD declines over the forecast period (before inclusion of coldclimate program impacts) as improvements in heating, furnace fans, and thermal shell
efficiency outweigh heating saturation growth. Peak-day TDD increases over time as growth
in air conditioning saturation and number of households translates into increase in long-term
cooling requirements.
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Base Load Variable
The base-load variable (BaseVarm) captures non-weather sensitive coincident peak loads.
The base load variable is defined as:
𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑚 = 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝐶𝑃𝑚 + 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝐶𝑃𝑚 + 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝐶𝑃𝑚 + 𝑆𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐶𝑃𝑚
Where





ResOther CPm
ComOtherCPm
IndCPm
StLightCP m

= residential coincident peak load in month m
= commercial coincident peak load
= industrial coincident peak load
= street lighting coincident peak load

Like heating and cooling, the estimated customer class sales model coefficients are used in
isolating non-weather sensitive sales (base-use energy). Base-use energy requirements are
then allocated to end-uses based on state end-use sales estimates. Finally, end-use estimates
at peak are derived by multiplying end-use sales estimates by fraction of end-use sales at
time of peak. For example, the residential water heating coincident peak load estimate is
derived as:
𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐶𝑃𝑚 = 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑎 × (

𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐸𝐼𝑎
⁄𝑅𝑒𝑠𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒𝐸𝐼 ) × 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑚
𝑎

Where





ResBaseLoad = Annual non-residential non-weather sensitive sales
ResWaterEI = Annual water heating intensity (water use per household)
ResBaseEI = Annual base-use intensity (non-weather sensitive use per
household)
ResWaterFrac = Monthly fraction of usage at time of peak

End-use coincident peak load estimates are aggregated to customer classes and then summed
across the classes. Figure 15 shows the peak model base load variable.
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Figure 15: Base Load Variable

Model Results
The peak model is estimated over the period January 2008 to December 2016. The model
explains monthly peak variation well with an adjusted R2 of 0.90 and an in-sample MAPE of
2.0%. Figure 16 shows actual and predicted results. Model statistics and parameters are
included in Appendix A.
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Figure 16: Peak Model (MW)

The baseline peak demand forecast includes impacts from future state EE programs. Table
1-1 summarizes baseline energy and peak demand forecast.

3.3.1 Baseline System Hourly Load Forecast
Adoption of new technologies will likely change system load shape and as a result both the
timing and level of system peak demand. To capture the impact of large growth in these
technologies requires developing hourly load forecasts. An initial baseline hourly load
forecast through 2037 is estimated by combining system load profile based on historical
hourly load data with the monthly baseline system energy and peak demand forecast.
MetrixLT is used in developing the hourly load forecasts. MetrixLT (an Itron load modeling
product) is specifically designed for developing consistent hourly load forecasts – given
peak, energy, and a profile, MetrixLT returns an 8,760 hourly load profile that includes the
monthly peak forecasts and sum of the monthly hourly loads that equal the monthly energy
forecast input.
System Hourly Profile
System hourly profile forecast is generated by a set of hourly load regression models that
relate loads to hours of light, day of the week, season, holidays, and daily heating and cooling
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degree-days. The estimated model is then used to simulate hourly load for future calendar,
and expected hours of light and daily heating and cooling degree-days. The estimated profile
is combined with the baseline energy and peak forecast to generate a system hourly load
forecast. Figure 17 shows resulting baseline hourly load forecast for 2027.
Figure 17: Baseline System Hourly Load Forecast 2027
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3 Reference Case Forecast
The reference case forecast incorporates the baseline forecast and expected market
penetration of new technologies that include behind-the-meter (BTM) solar, cold climate
heat-pumps, and electric vehicles. Expected market penetration of these technologies will
have a significant impact on system hourly load and as a result system energy and peak
demand.
To capture impact on system load and peak demand, the reference case forecast is derived by
first developing hourly load forecasts for each technology. Resulting technology hourly load
forecasts are then layered on the baseline hourly load forecasts; solar load growth reduces
system hourly load across the daytime hours but has little impact on peak, cold-climate heat
pumps add both heating and cooling loads, while electric vehicles add loads primarily in the
evening hours across the year. The reference case energy and demand forecasts are derived
from the 8,760 adjusted system hourly load forecast. The energy forecast is calculated by
summing the hourly load forecast and the seasonal peak forecasts are derived by finding the
maximum monthly hourly demand in summer and winter months.

3.1 Solar Forecast
3.1.1 Overview
Vermont has been a national leader in solar adoption with over 200 MW of installed solar
capacity on a system with a 1,000 MW peak demand; approximately 4% of residential
electric customers have installed or purchased solar capacity from community-based solar
systems. A combination of federal, state, and utility incentives, along with higher than
average electric rates, have made solar an attractive option in Vermont.
The VELCO energy and demand forecast incorporates future solar adoption based on a
demand model that relates customer adoption to customer-perceived economics; adoption is
modeled as a function of simple investment payback; customers will adopt a solar system if
the benefits in the form of lower electricity costs outweigh the initial system cost.
Leased and group systems are also influenced by customer economics. The difference is that
the solar leasing company or solar developer invests the initial upfront capital costs with the
customer paying the lessor generated solar power. The customer savings is the utility bill
savings less the cost of payment to the lessor
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Whether customer-owned or leased, there is a strong correlation between simple payback and
solar adoption rates. Simple payback is a measure of the number of years required to recover
the solar system cost. Across the country, we have seen the highest level of solar system
adoption where the simple payback is the lowest. On an aggregate basis, simple payback
works well to explain leased system adoption as well as customer-owned adoption as return
on investment drives the leasing company’s decision to offer leasing programs.
3.1.2 Modeling Approach
Monthly solar capacity, excluding utility scale solar, is modeled as a function of simple
payback. An annual payback is calculated for each historical and forecasted year based on
system costs, incentives, and projected electricity prices. Inputs into system payback
calculations include:






System cost
System size
Tax credits and incentives
Solar Generation profile (used in calculating monthly load factors)
Electricity rates (variable component)

Figure 18 shows the resulting Vermont payback curve.
Figure 18: Solar Payback
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Solar capacity is modeled as a function of this payback, payback squared, and payback
cubed. The cubic specification fits the historical data remarkable well and imposes an sshaped adoption curve. The model has an Adjusted R2 of 0.99 and an in-sample MAPE of
3.45%. Figure 19 shows actual and predicted solar capacity.
Figure 19: Actual and Predicted Solar Capacity (MW)

Capacity growth is relatively steep as costs continue to decline and Vermont incentivizes
solar generation. Capacity slows in 2022 as the ITC is phased out and system cost decline
slows. The capacity forecast is translated into a total monthly generation forecast by
applying monthly solar load factors to the capacity forecast. The monthly load factors are
derived from engineering-based solar hourly load profile for 1 MW solar system load. The
load shape is a weighted profile, which assumes 33% of systems are roof-mounted, 57% are
fixed-tilt, and 10% are axis trackers. The system hourly load profile was developed by Green
Mountain Power (GMP). The following equation shows an example of how 1 MW of
capacity is translated into June generation:
1𝑀𝑊𝑗𝑢𝑛𝑒 × 0.21𝐿𝑑𝐹𝑐𝑡𝑗𝑢𝑛𝑒 × 720ℎ𝑟𝑠𝑗𝑢𝑛𝑒 = 151 𝑀𝑊ℎ𝑗𝑢𝑛𝑒
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The impact of new solar adoption is calculated by first combining the incremental new solar
generation forecast (cumulative solar adoption as of January 2017) with the solar load
profile. The solar hourly load forecast is then subtracted from the VELCO system load.
With the recent growth in solar load, the system summer peak has been pushed out further
into the early evening. As a result, while additional solar load growth has significant impact
on the system profile and energy, it has little impact on system peak demand.

3.2 Cold Climate Heat Pump Forecast
As part of state efforts to reduce CO2 emissions, the state through VEIC and GMP have
launched a program to promote cold climate heat pumps (CCHP) where homes primary
heating fuel is oil or propane. VEIC along with input from the VFSC developed a long-term
forecast of CCHP units.
3.2.1 Accounting For Naturally-Occurring Adoption
The program incentivizes adoption through system cost rebates. VEIC expects sales of 3,000
heat pumps a year through the program. Based on EIA projections, approximately 700 units
per year would happen without an incentive. Naturally occurring adoption is captured
through the heating saturation projections in the baseline forecast. To avoid double-counting
program impacts naturally occurring sales are subtracted from total heat pump projections.
The difference is what we assume is program-induced adoption; program induced load
impacts are added to the baseline hourly load forecast. Figure 20 shows total heat pump
adoptions, naturally occurring adoptions, and additional heat pump sales resulting from the
program.
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Figure 20: Cold Climate Heat Pump Adoption (units)

3.2.2 Program-Induced Adoption
Program-induce energy gains are calculated as the product of net number of units adopted as
a result of the program and annual unit energy consumption (UEC). Based on regional heat
pump studies, we assume annual heating use of 3,256 kWh and cooling use of 554 kWh. In
calculating heat pump program cooling sales we assume that 50% of adoptions displace
existing room air conditioners. Figure 21 summarizes projected energy impact of CCHP on
the heating usage in Vermont.
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Figure 21: CCHP Program-Induced Energy Forecast

3.2.3 Program Hourly Load Impacts
Heating and cooling hourly load profiles are estimated from GMP residential hourly load
data. A residential hourly load model is estimated that relates loads to day of the week,
holidays, hours of daylight, monthly and seasonal binaries, and daily HDD and CDD. Once
estimated, the model can be used to isolate heating, cooling, and other hourly loads. Figure
22 and Figure 23 show resulting heating and cooling profiles for typical weather pattern and
normal daily temperatures.
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Figure 22: CCHP Heating Profile (MWh)

Figure 23: CCHP Cooling Profile (MWh)

The heat pump program has a significant impact on sales and loads primarily in the later
years as the number of heat pumps accumulate. Figure 17 shows winter baseline and
adjusted hourly load for January 2027.
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Figure 24: CCHP Impact (MWh) - Heating

The summer hourly load impact is relatively small as most of the program-induced summer
cooling load gain displaces existing room air conditioning load.

3.4

Electric Vehicle Forecast

The electric vehicle (EV) forecast is developed by the Vermont Energy
Corporation (VEIC). VEIC provided a forecast of the number of electric
consumed (MWh). Although the current number of registered EV in Vermont
small (less than 1,200 as of February 2016), the number of EVs have increased
2015. Nationally, year-to-date 2017 EV sales are up over 35%. As EV costs
decline and charging infrastructure expands EV sales are expected to increase
at a fast rate. Figure 25 shows the Vermont forecasted number of vehicles and
Figure 26 show resulting electricity sales.
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Figure 25: EV Count Forecast

Figure 26: EV Energy Forecast
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The impact of EVs on system load and peak depends on the EV charging profile. The
charging profile is based on measured loads from a San Diego Gas & Electric study. The EV
charging profile assumes no incentive EV rate, which could potentially shift charging to offpeak hours. There are some changes in the measured day-to-day profile with less charging
demand on weekends. Figure 27 shows a typical weekday charging profile and Figure 28
forecasted hourly profile in 2027.
Figure 27: EV Charging Profile
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Figure 28: EV Hourly Profile (MW)

3.5

Adjusted System Load Forecast

The final system hourly load forecast is derived by subtracting the solar hourly load forecast
from the baseline hourly load forecast and adding the electric vehicle and heat-pump hourly
load forecast.
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Figure 29 and Figure 30 compare the 2017 and 2037 summer and winter peak-day hourly
load profiles.
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Figure 29: Summer Peak-Day Profile (MW)

Figure 30: Winter Peak-Day Profile (MW)
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4 Zonal Energy and Peak Demand Forecasts
Energy and peak demand (summer and winter) forecasts are estimated for each of the zonal
delivery points. There are 16 zonal planning areas including a defined zone for Global
Foundries. Monthly zonal energy models are estimated with linear regression. The
estimation period is 2012 through 2016. Like the system energy model, zonal energy models
are specified as a function of heating, cooling, and base use energy requirements:
𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦𝑚 = 𝐵0 + (𝐵1 × 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑚 ) + (𝐵2 × 𝐶𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑚 ) + (𝐵3 × 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑚 ) + 𝑒𝑚
The defined model variables include two parts – a measure of heating, cooling, and base use
intensity and an economic index. The heating variable (HeatVarm) for example is defined as:
𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑚 = 𝐻𝐷𝐷m × 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥a × 𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥m
HeatIndex is defined as a weighted average of residential (ResHeatIndex) and commercial
(ComHeatIndex) heating intensity:
𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 = 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 × 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
Weights are based on estimated share of customer class end-use sales. For heating, the
weights are 90% residential and 10% non-residential, for cooling and base-use the weights
are 50%.
EconIndex is a weighted average of households and GSP where the weights reflect variation
in population and employment across zones:
𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 = 𝐻𝑠𝑒𝐻𝑙𝑑𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 × 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 𝑁𝑅𝑒𝑠𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
Economic weights are based on county reported population and employment.
Monthly variables for cooling (CoolVar), and base use (BaseVar) are calculated in a similar
manner.
The estimated models explain zonal sales relatively well with model adjusted R2 that vary
from 0.90 to 0.95 and Mean Absolute Percent Errors (MAPE) that vary from 1.0% to 3.0%.
When aggregated across zones, the resulting zonal energy forecast tracks VELCO system
sales well.
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4.1 Zonal Hourly Load and Peak Demand Forecasts
Zonal hourly load forecasts are derived in a manner similar to system hourly load forecast.
The baseline energy forecast is combined with zonal hourly profile forecast; zonal hourly
load profile is derived as a function of day of the week, holidays, seasons, hours of light and
daily HDD and CDD. A zonal profile is generated over the forecast period based on the
calendar, hours of light, and normal daily HDD and CDD. Using MetrixLT, zonal energy
forecast is combined with the zonal profile forecast to generate a baseline zonal 20-year
hourly load forecast. Figure 31 below shows Newport baseline hourly load forecast for 2027.
Figure 31: Baseline Zonal Load (MWh) - Newport

Zonal baseline forecast is adjusted for expected solar load and electric vehicle demand
growth within the zonal planning area. System solar load is allocated to zones based on
current installed solar within the planning zones, and electric vehicle load forecasts is
allocated to zones based on the share of registered vehicles within the planning zone. Coldclimate heat pump sales are allocated proportional to zones based on zones relative energy
requirements. Hourly solar, heat pump, and electric vehicle forecasts are constructed for
each zone. Figure 32 and Figure 33 below show solar and electric vehicle loads for Newport
zone. Because the impacts are additive, solar loads are expressed as a negative impact.
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Figure 32: Solar Load (MW) – Newport

Figure 33: Electric Vehicle Load (MW) – Newport

For consistency, the zonal hourly load forecasts are calibrated to the system hourly load
forecasts. Figure 34 shows the resulting baseline and adjusted July hourly load forecast for
Newport.
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Figure 34: Base vs Adjusted Summer Load (MWh) - Newport

Figure 35: Base vs Adjusted Winter Load (MWh) - Newport
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Similar hourly load forecasts are generated for each planning zone. Functionality within
MetrixLT allows us to then find the zonal seasonal coincident peak demands. Figure 36
summarizes the summer and Figure 37 winter coincident peak demands.
Figure 36: Summer Zonal Peak Demands (MW)

Figure 37: Winter Zonal Peak Demands (MW)
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4.2 Extreme Weather Demand Forecasts
VELCO plans for system demand at extreme peak-day temperatures. Extreme temperatures
are defined as peak-day temperatures likely to occur in one out of ten years - or 10%
probability peak-day weather conditions. The 10% probability weather is identified by
evaluating actual peak-day weather conditions over the last 20 years. Summer peak-day
weather is defined based on the maximum weighted temperature/humidity index (THI) that
occurred in each month over the last twenty years. Figure 38 shows the results when ranked
from the hottest to the coolest peak-day THI. Figure 39 shows the same for peak-day HDD.
Figure 38: Summer Peak-Day THI Ranking
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Figure 39: Winter Peak-Day HDD Ranking

The 10% and 50% probability peak-day weather conditions are found from the peak-day
weather distributions. Estimated system and zonal peak models are used to simulate demand
with the 10% and 50% probability weather conditions. The difference between 10% and
50% probability simulations are used to calculate extreme weather adjustment factors that are
applied to the adjusted system and zonal peak demand forecasts. Figure 40 shows extreme
summer and Figure 41 winter adjusted system peak demand forecast
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Figure 40: 10% Weather Zonal Summer Peak Demands (MW)

Figure 41: 10% Weather Zonal Winter Peak Demands (MW)
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5 Forecast Scenarios
Two forecast scenarios are derived to support the long-term planning analysis - the
electrification scenario and the strong solar growth scenario.
The electrification scenario is designed to reflect the state energy and air quality planning
goals with a 2035 target-year. Specifically, cold climate heat pump saturation increases to
40% vs. 23% in the reference forecast, and the number of EVs increases to 171,000
registered vehicles (the VEIC medium case) from 107,000 vehicles in the reference forecast
(the VEIC low case).
The strong solar scenario is based on BTM solar reaching 1,000 MW of installed capacity
compared with 375 MW plus 70 MW of larger scale solar PV in the market-driven reference
case forecast. Figure 42 compares electrification and strong solar scenarios against the
reference case forecast.
Figure 42: Forecast Scenario Comparison - Energy
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With the electrification scenario, energy requirements are slightly higher than the reference
case in the first ten years and accelerate in the second half. In the strong solar scenario, the
1,000 MW capacity level is reached by 2025; strong market penetration contributes to strong
decline in system energy requirements in the first ten years, with sales growth growing at the
same rate as the reference case in the second ten-year period.
In the electrification scenario, the system peaks in the winter. The strong solar scenario has
no impact on winter peak as the system peaks at night. Electrification peak demand growth
accelerates after 2027. Figure 43 shows the winter peak forecast.
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Figure 43: Winter Peak Demand Forecast
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Table 5-1 through Table 5-3 compare energy and peak forecast results.
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Table 5-1: Forecast Scenarios - Energy (MWh)

Table 5-2: Forecast Scenarios - Summer Peaks (MW)

Table 5-3: Forecast Scenarios - Winter Peaks (MW)
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6 Forecast Data and Assumptions
6.1 Historical Class Sales and Energy Data
Forecast models are estimated for residential, commercial, industrial, and street lighting
revenue classes. Linear regression models are estimated using historical monthly billing data
that includes sales, customers, and revenue. The sales models are estimated using monthly
billed sales, customer and price data for the period January 2007 to December 2016.
System monthly energy and monthly peak demands are derived from historical hourly load
data for the period January 1, 2008 to December 31, 2016. System energy and system peak
demand is estimated using linear regression models.

6.2 Weather Data
Historical and normal monthly HDD and CDD were developed from dry bulb and dew point
temperature data for Burlington, VT. Normal degree days are based on the 20-year period
1997 to 2016.
Peak-Day Weather Variables
The peak forecast is generated from a monthly peak regression model. Summer peaks are
modeled using a three-day weighted THI. Variations in winter peaks are captured with peakday HDD. Peak-day weather variables are derived from historical daily average temperature
data for the Burlington airport. Peak-day HDD and CDD are calculated by first finding the
peak in each month (the maximum hourly demand), identifying the day, and finding the
average temperature for that day. The average peak-day temperature is then used to
construct peak-day HDD and CDD variables. The appropriate breakpoints for the HDD and
THI variables are determined by evaluating the relationship between monthly peak and the
peak-day average temperature, shown in Figure 44.
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Figure 44: Monthly Peak Demand /Temperature Relationship

Winter

Summer

Shoulder months

Winter peaks occur when temperatures are below 55 degrees and summer peaks occur when
temperatures exceed 65. In order to account for humidity and the buildup effect in the
cooling season, we used three-day weighted Temperature Humidity Index (WTHI); in the
winter, dry bulb temperature was used to calculate HDD. Monthly peak-day HDD and TDD
(CDD based on WTHI) are calculated for the estimation period – January 2007 to December
2016 based on these temperature breakpoints.
Normal peak-day TDD and HDD are calculated from daily HDD (base 55 degrees) and TDD
(base 65 degrees) for Burlington. Normal peak-day HDD and TDD are calculated using
twenty years of historical weather data (1997 to 2016). The calculation process entails using
a rank and average approach as described below:
1. Calculate daily HDD and TDD over the twenty year period.
2. Find the highest HDD and TDD that occur in each month. This results in twelve
monthly HDD and twelve monthly TDD for each year.
3. Rank the monthly HDD and TDD in each year from the highest value to the lowest
value.
4. Average across the annual rankings – average the highest HDD values in each year,
average the second highest in each year, the third highest …., average the lowest
HDD values in each year. This results in twelve HDD values and twelve TDD
values.
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5. Assign the HDD and TDD values to specific months based on past weather patterns.
The highest HDD is assigned to January and the highest TDD value is assigned to
July. Figure 45 shows the calculated peak-day normal HDD (base 55 degrees) and
TDD (base 65 degrees).
Figure 45: Peak-Day Normal HDD and CDD

6.3 Economic Data
Class sales forecasts are based on Moody’s Economy.com January 2017 economic forecast
for Vermont. The primary economic drivers in the residential model include household
income and the number of new households. Commercial sales are driven by regional output
and employment.

Table 6-1 summarizes the primary economic drivers.
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Table 6-1: Economic Forecast (Vermont)

6.4 Price Data
Historical prices (real dollars) are derived from historical billed sales and revenue data.
Prices impact the class sales through imposed price elasticities. The residential price
elasticity is -0.15 and commercial is set to -0.2. Over the long-term, we assume constant real
prices. Figure 46 shows price forecasts by class.
Figure 46: Historical and projected real electricity prices ($ per kWh)
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6.5 Appliance Saturation and Efficiency Trends
Over the longer-term, changes in end-use saturation and stock efficiency impact class sales,
system energy, and peak demand. End-use energy intensities (expressed in kWh per
household) are derived from saturation and efficiency projections and are explicitly captured
in the forecast model variables. The residential sector incorporates saturation and efficiency
trends for seventeen end-uses. The commercial sector captures end-use intensity projections
for ten end-use classifications across ten building types. Residential end-use efficiency and
commercial end-use intensity projections are derived from the Energy Information
Administration’s (EIA) 2017 New England Census Division forecast. EIA saturation
projections are adjusted to reflect Vermont residential appliance saturation surveys.
The residential sales forecast is derived as the product of monthly household forecast and
average use forecast. For the residential average use model, end-use intensity projections
(use per household) are aggregated into three generalized end-use heating, cooling, and other
use. Figure 47 shows the resulting aggregated end-use intensity projections.
Figure 47: Residential End-Use Energy Intensities

* Incorporates impact of VEIC EE Programs
The heating intensity declines 1.3% annually through the forecast period reflecting declining
share in electric heat saturation. Stronger naturally-occurring adoption of CCHP is not
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enough to reverse the trend. Through 2016 Vermont experienced little growth in cooling
intensity. Non-weather sensitive end-use intensity continues to decline over the forecast
period as a result of new appliance standards, natural replacement of existing equipment
stock, and EE program activity.
As in the residential sector, there have been significant improvements in commercial end-use
intensities as a result of new standards and EE programs. Figure 48 shows commercial enduse energy intensity forecasts for the aggregated end-use categories.

Figure 48: Commercial End-Use Energy Intensity

Given temperate summers and low saturation of electric heat, commercial heating and
cooling intensities are relatively small. The decline in non-HVAC intensities is the result of
improving commercial equipment efficiency and EE program impacts.
Adjusting for EE Program Impacts
End-use intensity projections are adjusted for the impact of future EE program impacts.
Adjusted residential end-use intensities include heating, cooling, water heating, refrigeration,
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kitchen and laundry, and lighting, and miscellaneous use. To avoid “double-counting” EE
savings projections (other than lighting) are adjusted to reflect future EE savings embedded
in the baseline sales forecast. The EE adjustment factor is estimated by incorporating
historical EE savings as a model variable. Estimated models indicate that 90% of the
program DSM savings is already reflected in the estimated forecast models. This intuitively
makes sense as VEIC, state utilities, and utilities throughout New England have implemented
programs to encourage adoption of the most end-use technologies which in turn are captured
in the end-use model intensities. The lighting program is a new technology program
promoting LED lighting. As there is likely no significant LED lighting yet in the historical
sales data (and as result the forecast model) double-counting future LED program savings is
not an issue yet. With adjustments for EE programs total residential intensity (kWh per
household) averages 0.8% annual decline over the forecast period.
The estimated commercial future EE adjustment factor is also set to 10%. Commercial enduse intensities that are adjusted for EE program impacts include heating, cooling, ventilation,
refrigeration, and miscellaneous use. With adjustments for future EE programs, total
commercial building energy intensity (kWh per sqft) declines 0.4% annually through the
forecast period.
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7 Appendix A
Residential Average Use Model
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Commercial Sales Model
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Commercial Customer Model
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Industrial Sales Model

Variable
CONST
MStructVar.IndOther
MBin.Feb
MBin.Mar
MBin.Apr
MBin.May
MBin.Jun
MBin.Jul
MBin.Aug
MBin.Sep
MBin.Oct
MBin.Nov

Coefficient
StdErr
T-Stat
P-Value
49818.433 4780.456 10.421
0.00%
4898.525
536.375
9.133
0.00%
-7428.081 1584.099
-4.689
0.00%
-10634.898
1584.05
-6.714
0.00%
-14012.571 1584.012
-8.846
0.00%
-11265.404 1583.984
-7.112
0.00%
-11355.291 1583.969
-7.169
0.00%
-8731.688 1583.968
-5.513
0.00%
-10304.514
1583.98
-6.505
0.00%
-9,276.43
1,584.00
-5.86
0.00%
-11,112.56
1,584.04
-7.02
0.00%
-10,048.30
1,584.10
-6.34
0.00%
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Model Statistics
Iterations
Adjusted Observations
Deg. of Freedom for Error
R-Squared
Adjusted R-Squared
AIC
BIC
F-Statistic
Prob (F-Statistic)
Log-Likelihood
Model Sum of Squares
Sum of Squared Errors
Mean Squared Error
Std. Error of Regression
Mean Abs. Dev. (MAD)
Mean Abs. % Err. (MAPE)
Durbin-Watson Statistic

1.00
120.00
108
0.659
0.624
16.727
17.006
18.944
0
-1,161.90
3,485,423,463.73
1,806,444,021.96
16,726,333.54
4,089.78
3,023.89
3.63%
1.662

Other Sales Model
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Solar Capacity Model
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Peak Model
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8 Appendix B
Residential Model Variables
The residential average use model is specified as a function of monthly cooling requirements
(XCool), heating requirements (XHeat), and other use (XOther):
𝑅𝑒𝑠𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑚 = (𝐵1 × 𝑋𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚 ) + (𝐵2 × 𝑋𝐶𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑚 ) + (𝐵3 × 𝑋𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚 ) + 𝑒𝑚
XHeat is calculated as a product of a variable that captures changes in heating end-use
saturation and efficiency (HeatIndex), economic and other factors that impact stock
utilization (HDD, household size, household income, and price). XHeat is calculated as:
XHeat y ,m  HeatIndex y  HeatUsey ,m

Where:
 HDDy , m
HeatUse y ,m  
 HDD09

  HHSizey , m

  HHSize
09
 






0.20

 Income y , m
 
 Income09






0.20

 Pr ice y , m
 
 Pr ice 09






0.15

XCool is calculated as a product of a variable that captures changes in cooling end-use
saturation and efficiency (CoolIndex), economic and other factors that impact stock
utilization (CDD, household size, household income, and price). XCool is calculated as:
XCool y ,m  CoolIndex y  CoolUse y ,m

Where:
CoolUse y , m

 CDD y , m
 
 CDD09

  HHSizey ,m

  HHSize
09
 






0.20

 Income y ,m
 
 Income09






0.20

 Pr ice y ,m
 
 Pr ice 09






0.15

XOther is calculated as a product of a variable that captures changes in all other, non-weather
sensitive, end-use saturations and efficiencies (OtherEpqIndex), economic and other factors
that impact stock utilization (household size, household income, price, and days). XOther is
calculated as:
XOther y ,m  OtherEqpIndex y  OtherUsey ,m
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Where:
OtherUsey , m

 Days y , m
 
 30.5

  HHSizey , m

  HHSize
09
 






0.25

 Income y , m
 
 Income09






0.20

 Pr ice y , m
 
 Pr ice 09






0.15

Commercial Model Variables
The commercial sales model is specified as a function of monthly cooling requirements
(XCool), heating requirements (XHeat), and other use (XOther):
𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑚 = (𝐵1 × 𝑋𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚 ) + (𝐵2 × 𝑋𝐶𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑚 ) + (𝐵3 × 𝑋𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚 ) + 𝑒𝑚
XHeat is calculated as a product of a variable that captures changes in space heating
saturation and efficiency (HeatIndex), economic and other factors that impact stock
utilization (HDD, Gross State Product, Employment, and price). XHeat is calculated as:
XHeat y ,m  HeatIndex y  HeatUsey ,m

Where:
 HDDy ,m
HeatUse y ,m  
 HDD09

  EconVar y ,m

  EconVar
09
 

  Pr ice y , m

  Pr ice
09
 






0.20

EconVar is a weighted combination of GSP and Non-Manufacturing employment. EconVar
is defined as:
0.9 )
𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑚 = (𝑁𝑜𝑛 − 𝑀𝑎𝑛𝐸𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑚
× (𝐺𝑆𝑃𝑚0.1 )

XCool is calculated as a product of a variable that captures changes in cooling saturation and
efficiency (CoolIndex), economic and other factors that impact stock utilization (CDD, Gross
State Product, Employment, and price). XCool is calculated as:
XCool y ,m  CoolIndex y  CoolUse y ,m

Where:
 CDD y , m
CoolUse y , m  
 CDD09

  EconVar y , m

  EconVar
09
 

  Pr ice y , m

  Pr ice
09
 






0.20

XOther is calculated as a product of a variable that captures changes in all other, non-weather
sensitive, end-use saturations and efficiencies (OtherEpqIndex), economic and other factors
that impact stock utilization (Gross State Product, Employment, price, and days). XOther is
calculated as:
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XOther y ,m  OtherEqpIndex y  OtherUsey ,m

Where:
OtherUsey , m

 Days y , m
 
 30.5

  EconVar y , m

  EconVar
09
 

  Pr ice y , m

  Pr ice
09
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